
For laboratories performing a high 
volume of repeated wash tests, 
DynaWash Duo with integrated spinner 
will provide a life time of laundering in a 
fraction of the time.

Now with the James Heal touchscreen 
user interface, the most simple to use 
controller for textile testing.  
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DynaWash Duo



GARMENT & PRINTED FABRIC DURABILITY TESTERDynaWash Duo

James Heal  Richmond Works  Halifax  UK  HX3 6EP

DynaWash Duo simulates the lifetime of laundering in one wash. 
The new integrated spinner reduces the hassle of rinsing and 
extracting excess water in a separate machine.
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DynaWash Duo

A LIFETIME OF LAUNDERING
Fifteen minutes of testing in the DynaWash is 
approximately equivalent to five domestic 
washes, removing the need for repeated 
wash and dry tests. 

This results in reduced cost, labour and 
required laboratory space and an increased 
capacity for testing.

INTEGRATED SPINNER
An integrated spinner with a safety 
interlocked lid allows the user to rinse and 
extract excess water from samples without 
having to move them across the laboratory to 
a different instrument. 

The spinner, which has an automatic drain 
function, is mounted on springs to minimise 
noise and movement. The spin time is 
displayed on the user interface, but is 
controlled by a separate button for ease of 
use.

TOUCHSCREEN USER INTERFACE
An intuitive touchscreen user interface, 
designed alongside textile technicians in a 
working laboratory, offers testing which is 
simple to set up with intuitive temperature 
and time controls.

MULTIPLE TESTS
Multiple tests can be performed in this one 
instrument, including print durability, pleat 
retention, cockling, flock retention, crinkling, 
differential shrinkage, security of 
attachments and more.

APPROVED BY M&S
Both the DynaWash and DynaWash Duo are 
approved by Marks & Spencer.

QUALITY COMPONENTS
The process bath and impeller are 
constructed in stainless steel for improved 
quality and a longer lifespan. The robust 
design and build results in reduced 
downtime in comparison to domestic 
appliances.

SAFETY & RELIABILITY
A range of safety features include an IP rated 
touchscreen, interlock to automatically stop 
the impeller when the lid is open and a 
heating element safety cut out.

A RANGE OF STANDARDS
DynaWash complies with a range of 
standards, including retailer test methods 
such as M&S, Next and the Arcadia Group.


